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Let us start from the basics, I want you to understand what it means to be an affiliate partner of
ItsCanadaTime and get the most out of this partnership. In order to do so this guide will cover
everything you need to know in order to launch successful campaigns with us.
For this guide I define success as setting up campaigns that will bring you a growing amount of
sales month after month.
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Our Affiliate Program
Introduction
Our program is a relatively new niche of immigration to Canada services. Currently we offer only
Immigration Visa however we are planning to expand to more services soon.
Our affiliates get banners, tracking tool and commissions depending on their rank which will be
explained in more details on the next pages of this guide.
We accept leads from our list of Top Converting Countries which we check and adjust every
month.
There are no traffic type restrictions however previous experience suggests that push, pop and
redirected traffic doesn’t convert.
We have 3 call centers around the globe that contact each lead and do their best to sell our
service.
We pay the commissions through PayPal or a wire transfer every 10th of the next month.
For example: If you made 7 sales in October between the 1st and the 31st and earned 700€. Than
you get those 700€ before the 10th of November.
*We are not calling leads from countries that are not on our Top Converting Countries list.

The ranks
1. Fish – This is the initial rank you get while making 1 – 10 sales per month and your
commission is 20% for each sale.
2. Shark – This is the 2nd rank you get for making 11 – 30 sales per month and your
commission is 25% for each sale.
3. Whale – This is the highest rank for making over 30 sales per month and your
commission is 30% for each sale.
We also have rank competitions, end of month bonuses and specific countries bonuses.

Understanding Our Service / Offer

ItsCanadaTime is a company that provides services that increase the chances of getting an
Immigration Visa!
This means that your advertisements MUST concentrate on Immigration Visa! Otherwise you
are sending irrelevant traffic and wasting your budget.
Here are a few examples of irrelevant traffic kinds:
People looking just to get a job, a student visa, an investment for their business, etc.

Our services cost money
Our services cost money, so it is not the best solution for EVERYONE interested in immigrating to
Canada. Only those who want to skip learning the immigration process and have the money to
pat for professional guidance can be considered potential customers. Our professional guidance
costs a few thousand Euros and that is why we check every month how traffic from different
countries converted and adjust the list of our top converting countries.
Sending leads from countries that are not on our Top Converting Countries list is throwing
away your budget because we will NOT contact them!

Defining Target Audience

Defining a customer archetype
Customer archetype is the definition of the most potential customer. You want to get as much
results as possible for each click and view of your advertisements in order to get the highest
possible ROI (Return Of Investment).
We already know 2 key characteristics of our customers and they are:
1. Interested in an Immigration Visa to Canada.
2. Have a few thousand Euros to pay for our service.
From here it gets interesting because in different countries the most potential customer
archetype is different. For example customers from U.K. and South Africa are usually single 34 –
44 years olds while customers from Mauritius are usually married 25 – 34 years olds with
children.
When targeting who to expose to your advertisements it is best to understand who you want to
see them and how to trigger that persons’ actions. For this step the best practice is constantly
test and optimize while keeping in touch with your affiliate manager for updates and
suggestions.

Choosing Angles

The meaning of angles
After you understood the customer archetype it is time to think of how to approach him / her.
The ways to approach a potential customer are what we call Angles. The most common angles
you can find today are Limited offers, Free gifts, etc. However in our case the angle must be a bit
different.

The basic guideline for choosing a good angle is asking your-self:

“What are the customers’ problems and what solutions my service provides?”

The problems our service addresses
1. Economic – People who want to immigrate to get a better and more rewarding job.
2. Education – People who want to immigrate for better education for their children.
3. Safety – People who want to immigrate because they are afraid for their or their
families’ safety.
4. Standard of living – People who want a better life in general and take into account many
parameters.
5. Health – People who want to have a healthier lifestyle.
These are the main angles we know. However you can think of other angles and maybe add new
angles to this list.
*In order to minimize the damages it is important to consult with your account manager when
trying a new angle.

Copywriting
Copywriting is the art of writing converting advertisements. In this section I am going to explain
the basic guidelines for creating such advertisements.
The basic and most important requirement for successful advertising on search networks is
unique and high quality content, which means that the first step to writing great converting
advertisements is making a list of facts about our service. Write all the facts you can: the good,
the bad and the ugly. And keep updating your List of Facts.
For example: ItsCanadaTime is available 24/7, our agents have years of experience, our service
increases the chances of successful immigration to Canada, etc.
The 2nd step is turning those facts into benefits. A benefit represents the gain of a customer
from a specific fact. Think about it, what benefits does the customer get a 24/7 available
service? I think confidence is a good possibility of a benefit. So a benefit extracted from the

availability fact might be that our service boosts the confidence of our customers. You should
have a constantly growing List of Benefits in addition to your List of Facts.
Another example: Take the fact that our agents have years of experience. One of the possible
benefits that can be extracted from this fact might be that our experience gives customers
peace of mind.
The 3rd step is the offer. An offer has a specific format and should include a price. For example:
“For “x” amount of money. I am going to give you “y”. The most difficult part of the offer is
triggering an action. This is where your lists of Facts and Benefits become useful. I know you still
didn’t write these and trust me that as soon as you do, it will take you from 0 – 10 sales each
month to over 15 sales a month. If you really invest your time and effort you can reach about a
100 sales a month! The general formula is: Attention > Interest > Desire > Action (AIDA formula).
Offer examples:
“Lean back and relax while our experienced staff takes care of your immigration process. Start
today for a special discount price!”
“Confidence is a key to a better impression, especially when you are competing for immigrating
to Canada. Start boosting your confidence today with our experts available 24/7 at your service.
P.S. The first 10 customers will get a special deal that I prefer to reveal when we speak.”
The last but not least step is the headline. This is the shortest and most important copywriting
peace that plays a HUGE role in your conversions rate. The role of the header is to catch
attention. Without attention users don’t even read your advertisement so this step is most
important. A good headline will convert even with medium quality content.
For example:

“Free Gifts Are Overrated… For Top Converting Headlines
Talk To Your Account Manager”
Keep editing your Facts, Benefits, Offers and Headlines lists in order to become a master!

Creating the Landing Pages

Logging into your Post Affiliate Pro (Aka our system)
After you understood our product and customers it is time to dive into setting up your
campaign. We prepared many tools which you can find in your Post Affiliate Pro system.
You logged into our system, what comes next?

Your affiliate ID
First of all you have your personal link: https://www.itscanadatime.com/{Your_Affiliate_ID}
Your Affiliate ID is what allows our system to know who sent the lead and allows you to track
what happens to that lead afterwards. You can add that ID to different pages from our website if
you want to send potential clients to a specific page.

Banners
There are also our banners ready for you to choose from and use in your campaigns.

These banners were created with a specific customer in mind so you can choose those that fit
your chosen audience best.
You can always create your own more specific banners or ask your affiliate manager for help.
Tracking tool
The system includes a tracking tool that will let you know each time somebody registered
through your personal link. You will also be able to see if it was a sale and how much you
earned.

Quality > Quantity
This is an important note, it is better to send 50 leads and get 5 sales than send a 1000 and get
10. Think about the cost of each lead and its’ chances to convert into a sale. The better you
target, the more chances each of your leads will have to convert for the same budget.

Setting up the Landing Page
An affiliate in general should know at least a bit of code. We are all about loading speed and full
control over our campaigns. You don’t want to have unwanted pieces of code or platform
restrictions delaying your progress or preventing your traffic from taking action.
Here is something special, if you never tried to code before than in a few minutes you will be
able to play, edit and understand simple code!
Visit our Github, download our premade landing page here and edit it with your unique content.
We edited a guide on Github as well on where to buy a domain, host and edit the landing pages.
*Browse our GitHub page to find more landing pages templates.]
Step 1: Edit the description of your page. Change “Top immigration to Canada service.” to the
actual description of your page.

Step 2: Edit the keywords.

Step 3: Edit the title.

Step 4: Edit the header.

Step 5: Edit the paragraph content.

Step 6: Edit your affiliate link.

Step 7: Edit your copyrights.

Now hopefully you used the tips from this guide so far and have a customer archetype, lists of
headers, facts, benefits and offers and a landing page or few waiting to be published. Before we
continue to publishing I want to say a few things about practical advertisement.
There is no such thing as “The ultimate method”, “Best platform”, “A complete guide”, etc.
when it comes to marketing. Different products and different audiences are almost never
approached the same way and what works with product X or audience Y will not work the same
with different audiences and products.
This is why the next parts are talking about generally good practices and some technical
explanations. I would like you to clear your mind from unnecessary information and just set a
goal of launching a first small budget test campaign, you are ready! Here we go!

Promoting on Google Ads

Key terms
1. Google is a search engine. That means that people search for something and use
keywords to locate what they are looking for.
2. Keywords are the bridge Google uses to connect between the users’ intent and the best
results.
3. Users’ intent in our case is receiving information about immigration to Canada.
4. Google Ads is a service for promoting specific pages for specific keywords.
5. CTR = Click Through Rate.
6. CPC = Cost Per Click.
7. CPA = Cost Per Action.
8. Max Bid = The maximum amount of money you are willing to pay per click / action.

How to be the first result Google presents
Google uses many parameters to rank your page however there are two which are more
important than the others:
1. Relevancy – Google ranks your page by how relevant its’ content to the keywords you
bid on.
2. Quality score – Google pays actual people that check the quality of your page and give it
a score depending on relevancy, reliability, safety, etc.
In order to rank first you need to present the most relevant and highest quality content!
Google rank system works as following:
Bid * Quality score = Ad Rank
Meaning that the higher quality your page is the more results you will get for the same bid!

How to decide on your bid
In order to decide how much to bid you need 3 key variables: Conversion rate, Profit and the
commissions you are willing to pay Google.
Our conversion rate is about 3%.
Your average profit from our program is 100€
Lets set the commission to Google to 50% however you can change it depending on your
personal views.

Max Bid = profit x commission to Google x conversion rate

So for our program your max bid should be: 100€ x 0.5 x 0.03 =
1.5€

Search Network Only
For our offer it is best to choose the network: Search Network Only since other options include
pages of Google partners which are blogs and other websites that can help increase brand
awareness. While brand awareness is good, it won’t bring you many conversions so stick only to
the search network.

After setting the bid and choosing the network it is time to choose keywords. You can think of
some terms on your own and also use Google Keyword Planner. You can and should ask Google
for ideas for suggested keywords related to our brand!

The next step is targeting, it is recommended to make a separate campaign for each country.
That way you can get the maximum results from each location and target the most potential
customers.

*This information was retrieved from Niel Patels’ Google AdWords guide and adjusted to our
companies’ needs. You can check the full guide here.

Facebook Ads

Facebook has an interesting reputation when it comes to advertising. Some say this is their best
marketing tool while others say it is shit. I think it just means that the platform is complicated
and those who know to approach it get great results while others waste their budgets.
When it comes to advertising there is a big difference between Google and Facebook. It is not
only the banner sizes and appearance of the advertisement. The main difference is in the
targeting options.
Facebook allows you to target people based on their interests, hobbies, searches, friends, etc.
which are not available to Google. So marketing with Facebook is a good idea as long as you
know who to target. We will explain targeting in the next following pages.

Chooseing an Objective
This option defines the best result for the campaign and automatically adjusts its’ performance
to your chosen objective. HOWEVER, robots are still not there and even at this first initial part I
recommend to A/B test with the same campaign running on 2 different objectives.
Generally we want Conversions, however Engagements or Lead Generations might work even
for less money so it is up to you to test.

Target Audience
Targeting, targeting and more targeting! This is without doubt the best feature of online
marketing, you can choose who sees your advertisements! Age, interests, hobbies, job, family
status, economic status, friends, etc.
Everything you know about the customer archetype was made for this part. It is important to
choose precicely your most potential customer archetype in this step. Do not add interests that
are slightly suggesting a potential customer. The reason many fail with Facebook is because they
target people who are not really ineterested in their offer. Be better than this and target a lower
volume with the highest conversion rate!

Displaying your ad
Generally for our offer feeds are good. But you can experiment with the other options.
*Instagram doesn’t work for our offer so don’t waste your budget on promoting there.

Budget
For this step it is important to understand that Facebook has a unique budget system that can
charge more or less than you told it. So when launching your first campaigns always start from
test budgets.
Even experienced affiliates fail without testing. Actually the really big difference between
experienced and unexperienced affiliates is the amounts of testing they do. Beginners jump into
the fire, waste their budgets and get upset. Experts test their offers until they know that they
are good and only then increase the budgets.

Ad format
You can show an image, slideshow or a video it all depends on your campaign. Know that visual
content is there mostly to catch the attention. A good picture with poor content has more
chances of bringing traffic than a poor image with great content. Think of this step as the
attention grabber while the content of the advertisement is the interest awakener.

Invest in the Details
At the bottom of the ad creation page you can find the Links section that allows to add links and
descriptions. As I explained above this is the interest, desire and action grabbing part. This part
together with your targeting will influence most of your campaign results. Add a link and add the
best description you can including a benefit, fact, headline, offer or all of them if you can!

Keep A/B testing
Campaigns tend to perform less with time, this is why you need to keep editing them in order to
get more and better results.
The basic idea behind A/B testing is changing only one part of your campaign and checking how
it goes compared to the original campaign.
This step ensures your campaigns will keep improving and that you will keep learning!

Optimizing

Performance Analysis
This is the step when you get results, analyze them and improve what needs to be improved.

Start from analyzing your results
Say your advertisement was shown to 100 people and nobody clicked. – Means your search
result presentation or targeting is off. Adjusting one of those should solve it.

Say you had 100 clicks and no leads. – Means your page is not converting or that people
expected something else from your advertisement. The solution might include:
1. Adding a price part to your advertisement so people know that you promote a service.
2. Improving the quality of your landing page.
3. Focusing more within your target audience.
Say you sent 100 leads and none converted to sales. – Means the leads are not good, usually this
happens when the leads expect something we don’t offer, just want to get more free
information or don’t have the money to pay for our service. The solution might include:
1. Changing the advertisement.
2. Adjusting the targeting to our Top Converting Countries and blocking the rest.

Keep in touch & Good Luck!!!

